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Background of this COST action
Textile architecture is increasingly present in the urban environment. Whereas membrane structures were, decades ago, mainly built
as highly curved roofs because they are able to economically and attractively span large distances (such as sports facilities), an
evolution towards a much wider scope of applications is noticeable today. Textile architecture in the built environment can nowadays
be found in a variety of structural skins, ranging from private housing to public buildings and spaces. This may be in the form of small
scale canopies (to provide solar shading or protection against rain), in performance enhancing façades (such as dynamic solar shading,
foils replacing glass elements and acting as substrates for solar energy harnessing systems), roof constructions (to protect
archaeological sites, market places, bus stations …) and light shell structures.
Tensioned membrane constructions have unique properties that other, more conventional, building elements often do not possess
simultaneously, such as low self‐weight, high flexibility, translucency and the capability of forming architecturally expressive shapes
that enhance the urban environment. In addition, membrane structures are known to be ‘optimal’ since they are only loaded in
tension and adapt their shape to the flow of forces. Hence, they use a minimal amount of material to cover a space.
This emerging presence of textile architecture in the built environment can be assigned to advances in design and analysis methods,
the development of innovative materials, coatings, and fabrication methods, and new applications, as a response to modern needs
and global challenges.
The goal of this COST Action is – by facilitating networking between partners and encouraging researcher mobility (particular early‐
stage researchers) – to harmonize the research on membrane and foil structural skins, to standardise testing and analysis
approaches within Europe, and to stimulate and deliver innovation and development of new and energy efficient structural skin
products and applications in the urban environment.
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Objectives
1. Differences in approach and methods can be identified and discussed by bringing together researchers working on the same topics
and issues and in related areas. Nowadays, engineers and architects in the academic and industrial field use different analysis tools
(sometimes developed by themselves) and interpret the results in different ways. It is the objective to contribute intensively to the
creation of uniform directives and design rules (Eurocodes) and provide essential input for CEN TC248 WG4 (Coated fabrics) and CEN
TC250 WG5 (Membrane Structures).
2. In addition, the current fragmentation of the conducted research impedes innovation. By stimulating networking and collaboration
on specific topics between partners with complementary knowledge and expertise and by a more systematic approach to the
dissemination of research results, innovative and sustainable developments will emerge. To give an example: by connecting
participants working on photovoltaic films with researchers specialised in the manufacturing of membrane material and foils, it is the
goal to stimulate and enhance the development of novel membrane / foil materials that can be used to harvest solar energy. It is the
goal, whenever possible, to initiate patent applications.
3. Another objective is to generate a number of new collaborative research project ideas between participants of the Action: at least
one new proposal per Strategic Research Cluster will be submitted.
4. Lastly, specific knowledge with regard to the design, analysis, manufacturing and installation of tensioned membrane, foil
constructions and structural skins will be communicated and elucidated by the different participants through seminars and workshops.
The development of a state‐of‐the‐art guidance/educational pack will facilitate the broad distribution of the knowledge to the
designers and engineers of tomorrow. This will not only ensure the development of novel and safe structural skins, but also widen the
range of better and sustainable applications, for new as well as for renovated buildings and the (re‐)development of urban spaces.
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INTRODUCTION LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES
Introduction to engineering membrane structures ‐ general
From an engineering point of view fabric structures are thin membranes which by virtue of their surface
shape and inherent large deflection behaviour are able to support imposed loads. They are modestly
prestressed to enhance their stiffness.
First project “Saddle” shaped roof
Raleigh Livestock Arena, North Carolina, USA (1952)
Engineer Fred Severud & architect Matthew Nowicki

© Institut für Leichte Flächentragwerke, Archiv
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Characteristics
The roof consists of a 2‐way network of cables spanning 95 m between a pair of arches inclined away
from one another at 20° to the horizontal.
The building displays two primary features of the modern tension structure: the arch boundaries act
together to “contain” the forces coming out of the cable network whilst the configuration of the arches
enables the roof surface to be doubly curved.

© William Morgan
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Double curved tents (1955‐1965)
Federal Garden Shows and other national exhibitions (Lausanne – 1964)
architect Frei Otto & tent maker Peter Stromeyer
Major project Cable net roof
German Pavilion, Montreal Expo 1967
architect Frei Otto & architect Rolf Gutbrod
Characteristics
Both architecturally and structurally it was a radical departure
in a number of ways. It had a very free‐form plan, and as a result,
the net was hung from masts of varying heights and inclinations,
German Pavilion © The Architectural Association, London
with the concentration of forces at mast tops cleverly intercepted
and carried by loop cables lying within the net surface. Ten thousand square metres of PVC coated
polyester textile were suspended from the cable net and tensioned to form the enclosing skins.
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Major project Cable net roofs
Olympia Pavilion, Munich Olympic Games 1972
engineering design by office Leonhardt and Andrä in collaboration with Günter Behnisch and Frei Otto

Olympia Park © Evi Corne
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Introduction to engineering membrane structures – form and behavior of fabric structures
The form and physical behaviour of fabric structures are very different to those of conventionally stiff
“linear‐elastic” framed structures used in most buildings.
Designers of fabric structures concern themselves with three primary structural factors:
• choice of surface shape,
• levels of prestress and
• surface deformability.

De Persgroep © Amandus VanQuaille
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Surface shape ‐ “anticlastic” surface geometry
A set of “arching” tensile elements act in opposition to a similar set of “hanging” elements. Physically the
two groups of elements represent the two directions of the textile yarns (warp and weft) within the
membrane.

© M. R. Barnes
Properties
• the surface as a whole is prestressable without significant change occurring to its overall shape
• possesses clear and separate “load‐paths” for inward and outward pressure
• downward pressure from snow is carried by the yarns in the “hanging” curvature and outward suction
from wind flow is carried by the yarns in the “arching” curvature
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INTRODUCTION LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES
Surface shape ‐ “anticlastic” surface geometry
4 generic types of anticlastic surface are commonly used:
• cone
• arched saddle
• hypar
• ridge and valley
But hybrid versions and combinations thereof increase the choice of forms considerably!
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Surface shape ‐ “anticlastic” surface geometry ‐ cone

Hajj Terminal, King Abdulaziz Airport © Jay Langlois ‐ Owens Corning Corp
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Surface shape ‐ “anticlastic” surface geometry ‐ arched saddle

Dynamic Earth Center © Hopkens Architects
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Surface shape ‐ “anticlastic” surface geometry ‐ hypar

© Tensis

Sails in the desert hotel
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Surface shape ‐ “anticlastic” surface geometry ‐ ridge and valley

© Arup
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Surface shape ‐ process of defining the membrane’s shape
The geometry of a membrane’s surface is
• not defined by imposing on it a mathematically based surface as in the case of shells,
• it needs to be defined by its “internal equilibrium of prestress” within a predetermined boundary
system of support.
The physical analogy of the soap film is useful here in that a film
can only form within a boundary system whose geometry permits
tensile equilibrium to exist between the film’s molecules.
Therefore in terms of designing fabric structures the designer is
essentially involved in choosing a set of “boundary conditions”
in the process of defining the membrane’s shape.
Boundary conditions are in effect the disposition of all elements
that contact and provide support to the membrane, for instance,
ridge and edge cables, masts, arches, beams etc.
Student workshop VUB © Jimmy Colliers
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Surface shape – form finding
The process of determining the form of the structure is commonly referred to as “form finding”. It is an
iterative process where changes and adjustments are made to the disposition of supporting elements such
as edge and ridge cables, the relative heights of masts etc.
The surface shape is the outcome of both the choice of boundary conditions and the choice of prestress
ratios within those boundaries.
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Prestress – membrane’s stiffness
Prestress contributes significantly to a membrane’s stiffness due to its opposing curvature components
interacting to constrain what would otherwise be severe deformations typical of flat or singly curved
surfaces.

© M. R. Barnes

The deformation of the “hanging” curvature due to loading in zone A is constrained by the “arching”
tensions in zone B.
Actual values of prestress used in practice generally represent a small proportion of a membrane’s ultimate
strength.
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Prestress
The chosen level of prestress will normally be a compromise – low enough to reduce the work done during
installation – whilst sufficiently high to maintain a sufficient prestress after losses due to “creep” of the
membrane material over time.
The final level of prestress will also be dependent upon the material to be used as each material has its own
range of preferred prestress.
The choice of the initial boundary conditions for an anticlastic surface can often be guided by the use of the
relationship T = p x R
T = membrane tension
p = pressure applied normal to the surface
R = radius of one curvature of the surface

© M. Mollaert
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Prestress
Where geometric constraints are placed upon a design – such as to require the use of flatter and therefore
larger radii of curvature – then larger values of prestress will be required to control the size of the
membrane’s deflections. There are practical limits to what can be safely applied and remain in the long
term. In the limit where the surface becomes ﬂat (radius = ∞) then prestress and the material’s s ﬀness
(EA) are the only parameters controlling deflection.
For many structures the same quantity of prestress is applied to both directions of the textile’s weave.
In cases where the magnitude of the inward and outward applied loads
are markedly different to one another then it can be economically
advantageous to determine the membrane’s shape such that a
smaller (tighter) radius of curvature is subjected to the higher external
pressure and vice‐versa a larger (flatter) radius of curvature carries
the lower external pressure. In this way the resulting maximum
membrane tensions will be of a similar size.
© M. Mollaert
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Deformation
Deformability is seen as a useful and important characteristic of a fabric structure.
Due to its relatively low surface stiffness (both in‐plane and out‐of‐plane), changes in geometry/surface
shape are a fabric structure’s primary response to externally applied load coupled with changes in stress
distribution throughout its surface. In addition the strains developing within membrane material are several
orders of magnitude larger than those in steel for instance.
Consequently fabric structures exhibit very much larger deflections and geometric changes under load than
orthodox framed construction. Flexibility in the supports of a membrane also adds to its deformability
providing of course that overall stability is assured.
All this has the beneficial effect of stresses not rising linearly with applied loads due to the geometric
changes that occur in the surface as a whole.
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Deformation
Wind: Wind flowing around a conical membrane causes a “pin‐ended” mast to lean into the wind allowing
changes to surface curvature on the windward face to attenuate the rise in membrane stresses in that zone,
but also with membrane curvatures on the leeward side acting to stabilise the mast.
Snow: An accumulation of snow/ice can cause a depression into which meltwater and rain can collect
(ponding) with the surface geometry having changed from “anticlastic” to “synclastic”.
The objective must be the achievement of a form which as it deflects
maintains positive gradients under the effect of the worst credible
loading conditions. The deformation of each structure under snow
loading must therefore be investigated and tested carefully in the
design stage. The choices made for boundary geometry are high
influential as well as the realistic assessment of the flexibility of all
supporting elements in the system.
© J. Llorens
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INTRODUCTION LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES
Deformation
In ridge and valley structures the loads are carried by the deflected curvature of the ridge and valley cables
with the membrane panel acting as a prestressed web spanning between them. The panels are slightly
warped but because of their length to width aspect ratio the applied pressures of snow and wind will both
largely be carried in the short direction of the panel as a result of “form inversion”, regardless of whether it
is pressure or suction loading.
Project
Cargolifter Airship Hangar, Germany
Engineers Arup / formTL
Architect SIAT Architektur

© SIAT
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Conceptual development
Geometry: If a fabric structure is to form part of the enclosing skin of a building the opportunity may exist to
geometrically integrate the two so that, like the Raleigh Arena and others such as the Saga building, the
membrane’s tensile forces are largely and economically absorbed within the building’s framework (as
opposed to heavy ground anchorages) and sealing between wall and roof is relative simple.
Project Saga headquarters building
engineer Arup & Hopkins Architects

© Hopkins Architects
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Conceptual development
Context: Geographical location has a very direct bearing on the type and magnitude of loading which a fixed
non‐retractable roof must support. Design values for wind and snow have to be derived from the Eurocode
(and National Annexes) and where necessary through wind tunnel model testing. As the doubly curved
shapes are not covered by the code, model testing is often required ‐ especially for structures of significant
size.
Damage: Membrane materials are easy to cut with a sharp knife and are therefore susceptible to accidental
damage from vandalism and flying objects. As with conventional structures the accidental removal of
individual members or membrane panels needs investigation to demonstrate the inherent damage
limitation of the whole system.
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Conceptual development
Elements: A fabric structure is composed entirely of prefabricated elements which once assembled forms a
prestressed system with its own particular geometry and prestress distribution. The fabric and cable
elements therefore have to be made to smaller dimensions than those finally intended so as to allow for the
development of appropriate strains during the process of assembling the whole structure.
Assemblage: Generally elements are loosely assembled
on a suitably level plane. A set of displacements are then
required to draw the membrane towards its various points
of support so as to induce the desired prestress.
Prestress: The designer needs to anticipate this and must
ensure that throughout the design’s development there are
embodied within it practical and effective means by which the
desired prestress configuration can be achieved.
Inducing the desired prestress © Arup
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Conceptual development
Prestress – discrete elements: In some cases this may require discrete elements to be included in the design
whose lengths can be changed significantly during the stressing process but remain in the system as
permanent elements, such as masts that are jacked (A) and aerial ties that are shortened (B).

A Flying masts

© Hopkins Architects

B Shortening of aerial ties © M. Mollaert
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Conceptual development
The designer also needs to anticipate the scale and direction of displacements and rotations that are likely
during installation (C), as well as thereafter in service so that appropriate articulation is provided between
elements and at support points.

Feedback: The design process can therefore involve a number of
“feedback loops” which may require revision to element lengths, topology
and coordinates.

C installation process © Arup
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Detailed design process
The detailed design process involves several stages, and, in order to provide an efficient design, is invariably
based around the use of geometrically non‐linear analysis software. This process can be summarised in the
following two steps:
• Developing the design concept
• Determining how it is to be built
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Detailed design process ‐ Developing the design concept
This involves defining a physical configuration of elements, defining materials and their strength and
stiffness properties, element sizes; defining the connections between all elements.
An “equilibrium form” needs to be established using zero‐stiffness finite elements representing the
membrane and cables each of which have specified tensions. By changing the relative values of tensions and
the relative geometry of the supports, different surface geometries result.
This can be advantageous in accommodating, for instance, the dominance of a particular service load, and
in improving areas that may be prone to ponding or inversion.
In the structural analysis that follows the form finding stage, cable and membrane elements with real
stiffness values are used; particular elements whose tensions go to zero are automatically switched out
during the analysis to simulate a slack cable or buckled membrane. The element meshes used in the
computer model are aligned with the directions of weave and anticipate the position and direction of the
seams between the individual panels of fabric that will make up the whole surface.

© xx
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Detailed design process ‐ Developing the design concept
It is important to note that the positioning and direction of seams
over the membrane’s surface is never arbitrary or merely a matter
of taste, except in the most lightly loaded structures.
The seams are an indication of the direction of the warp yarns.
Since in most cloths the warp direction is stronger than the weft,
the warp would be placed to follow the higher stresses for reasons
of economy.
In regions of significant snow loading the warp would generally
be chosen to follow the sagging curvature so that its greater
stiffness can limit snow load deflections in the medium to long term.
Where wind loads are significantly higher than snow loads then it can
make sense to place the seams in the arching direction.
Inland Revenue Centre © Hopkins Architects
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Detailed design process ‐ Developing the design concept
Some PTFE coated glass materials are woven with a high crimp in the weft direction and consequently with
fairly straight warp yarns. This allows the introduction of a biaxial prestress by simply extending the weft
yarns whilst holding the warp steady.
The membrane’s stiffness properties used in the above analysis need to be
determined via biaxial testing of the material to be employed on the project.
Appropriate pressure distributions representing wind and snow loads are
applied to the surface of the analysis model in appropriate directions.
Load vectors are applied to the element surface geometry in its deformed
state. The deformed surface under self‐weight and snow loading needs to
be examined for the possibility of ponding and load accumulation.
In this respect a rigorous examination of potential loading patterns and
intensities must be undertaken.
Biaxial testing at VUB © Maarten Van Craenenbroeck
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Detailed design process ‐ Determining how it is to be built
This involves developing a sequence of assembly and the step by step means of obtaining the desired
prestress distribution in advance of fabrication. The purpose of this is to confirm the viability of a particular
sequence and, where necessary, to determine individual component forces and movements during the
construction process.
Such information must feed into the detailing of connections etc. It can also assist in establishing the best
“starting position” of the primary elements. This can be simulated numerically by modelling step by step the
removal of prestress from the structure. It involves presupposing a series of discrete steps which should of
course be practicable. The chosen strategy and techniques for installing the appropriate prestress on site
need of course to be as insensitive as possible to fabrication and construction tolerances.
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Fabrication information
Accurate fabrication dimensions are essential to the successful construction of fabric structures. This
requires membrane cutting patterns to be taken out of the “at prestress” model of the structure. Seam lines
between panels of cloth are defined by geodesic lines for efficiency in material use. Patterns have to be
“compensated”, that is shrunk by percentage values in both warp and weft directions so as to allow for the
development of strains necessary to give prestress. Batch testing of the fabric to be used in the work has
to be carried out to determine these values. Local adjustments to edge lengths (“decompensation”) are
often made at some boundaries, e.g. continuous beam edges, to facilitate safe installation.
In addition to the fabric related items, schedules will also be required for accurately dimensioning cables,
taking into account stretch compensations and adjustment details. The shop drawings for metalwork items
including membrane plates and support masts and frames have to be developed, and these should take into
account final form geometry and angles.
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Fabrication information
Accuracy in both the dimensioning and the cutting out of individual fabric panels is important since gross
errors will prevent the development of the intended strains and therefore the required prestress. In addition
the membrane’s finished appearance may be impaired by the formation of folds and wrinkles. Accuracy is
important as it is generally not possible to correct errors on site.

“The manufacturing process of the Cloud was rather difficult: the main
problem was that the sewing lines of the fabric had to match the skeleton
of the structure. The tensioning system and the mechanical joining of the
panels were designed to suite the dimensions of the sewing lines so that
the cover, when viewed from outside, would not show marked traces.”
(Canobbio)
«the Cloud» New Centro Congressi, Rome, Italy © formTL
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Pneumatic structures
These form a special group of tensile structures as they are almost always composed of synclastic surfaces
rather than anticlastic surfaces.
Prestress and stiffness are introduced via inflation of the structures.
Examples of these are: air halls (left), cushions (midden) and air beams (right).

© M. Mollaert
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Pneumatic structures
Air halls: Among pneumatic structures especially air halls offer minimal rigid support structure and
therefore lend themselves to temporary structures and those that need to be installed in numerous
locations. Pneumatic structures for temporary use are designed to keep weight down and may require
limitations on the wind speed or snow load that they are required to resist. The material used would
typically be PVC‐coated polyester which is both light and strong. It can also cope with being frequently
folded and stored for future use.

airhall tennis club 't Loo © Tentech
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Pneumatic structures
Cushions: Inflated cushions using ETFE provides a transparent barrier in the same way as glass but much
lighter. This allows for longer spans to be used and for associated support structure to be reduced. The
thermal characteristics can be enhanced using multiple layers within the cushion and also a variety of
fritting (printed) patterns to be used on the surface.
The cushions can be used in combination of other
roofing systems. Cushions provide a much more
flexible solution to glass as they cope with large
deflections of the supporting structure without
leading to failure. They can also be formed into quite
challenging 3D shapes providing much greater
freedom in developing the geometry of the roof.
The Dresden Castle
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Pneumatic structures
Air beams: Air beams require high pressures to generate their required stiffness and strength. These
structures resist loads as both axial and bending elements. The high pressures ensure that there is sufficient
surface tension to prevent the material from going slack under compression.
These are frequently used in applications where rapid deployment is required.
This could be for example in disaster relief where infrastructure has been
destroyed or does not exist – in remote areas.
The structures can be quickly deployed to provide shelter and act as field hospitals

Dynamic field hospital
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Reader – references
• European design Guide for Tensile structures
• Prospect for European Guidance for the Structural Design of Tensile Membrane Structures
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